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Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
In spring 2015 an Arabist colleague from the Bavarian Academy of Sciences handed over to the me a number of Arabic fragments. 



Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
When examining these alleged fragments I could hardly believe my eyes when I realized that two of the items were no hand-written slips of paper but Arabic block prints. 



Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
As I had seen such items in the exhibition “Middle Eastern Languages and the Print Revolution” held at the Gutenberg Museum in 2002, I recognized both fragments as Arabic block prints. 



Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
The librarian at the academy accidentally discovered both of them in an atlas, when she was cataloguing the library of the Orientalist and diplomat Kurt Munzel (1905-1986), who had sojourned in Egypt for a decade in the 1930ies. It is very likely that the prints came into his possession there. It was only thanks to the attentiveness of the academy’s librarian that they were forwarded to specialists and not thrown into the waste-paper basket.



 The letters for a block printed text are cut
or engraved mirror-invertedly into a 
block or a shape made of wood, metal or
clay. The script block will be inked and
pressed onto the writing material or vice-
versa the writing material onto the block. 

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Unlike printing with interchangeable or moveable letters, the letters for a block printed text are cut or engraved mirror-invertedly into a block of wood, metal or clay. After this the script block will be inked and pressed onto the writing material or vice-versa the writing material onto the block.



Mongolian print block
BSB: Cod.mongol. 65
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For illustration purposes a sample of a wooden Mongolian printing block into which the letters and the images are cut in reverse.



 Chinese block printing 8th century-
 Arabic block printing ca 900-1430
 Xylography in Europe 15th-
 Gutenberg‘s printing press ca 1450-
 Müteferrika imprints 1729-
 Christian-Arabic prints 1610-
 Arabic typography 19th century-

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
The technique of block printing was used in the Islamic world between 900-1430, long before the emergence of xylography and printing with moveable letters in Europe and a millennium before the late introduction of Arabic typography in the Islamic world.Many of us are acquainted with the phenomenon of the very late introduction of Arabic printing with moveable types in the Islamic world. Apart from the Müteferrika imprints completed in the first half of the 18th century and a couple of Christian-Arabic books printed in the Middle East from the 17th century onwards, Arabic printing with moveable types started in the Islamic Middle East as late as the 19th century for all kinds of literature. This is 350 years after Gutenberg’s invention. In the frame of our conferences we have listened to a number of papers trying to explain this phenomenon.
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However, printing referring to the mechanical reproduction of a text and images as we understand it today was practiced in other parts of the world long before Gutenberg’s printing press in the middle of the 15th century. The impulse to create multiple copies of a text, pattern or image originated in the Chinese cultural area. The oldest preserved block prints in the world are of East Asian provenance and date in the 8th century.



Presenter-Notizen
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A famous example are the Dharanis, Buddhist magical-religious texts, which the Japanese Empress Shotoku (748-769) had printed in a high print run and kept as paper scrolls in small wooden pagodas.



Courtesy of Dr Florian SobierojMold for Arabic script, Kunming, China

Presenter-Notizen
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Block printing has remained the predominant procedure for the reproduction of texts and drawings until the 19th century, and not only for East and Central Asian languages but very much surprisingly for Arabic script, too. 



Courtesy of Dr Florian Sobieroj

FOLIE 8
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My colleague Florian Sobieroj sent me pictures of Arabic printing blocks he discovered in Nancheng mosque in Kunming, Southwest China. The material used for them seems be soap stone. 



Mold for Arabic script, Kunming, China Courtesy of Dr Florian Sobieroj

Presenter-Notizen
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China’s mechanical woodblock printing or xylography on paper presupposed the manufacture of paper in East Asia which was a suitable material for printing. The art of papermaking was transmitted from the Chinese to the Arabs sometime around the middle of the 8th century. By most accounts, it is the Muslim forces’ victory in 751 (Talas) in Central Asia that mark the onset of a wholesale production and use of paper in the Islamic world. Chinese craftsmen who were skilled in the art of papermaking were taken prisoner during this conflict, imparting this trade. The assumption that the Arabs took over the techniques of block printing and papermaking simultaneously sounds most reasonable and is highly likely. At present, however, it remains a mere speculation due to the lack of historical evidence. The importance of Arabic block prints derives not only from their textual or artistic content and their position in Middle Eastern printing history but also from their rarity. Even among specialists they are hardly known. Arabic block prints rank among the most extraordinary bibliographic curiosities, which are almost never offered on the antiquarian market. 25 years ago Sotheby’s auctioned off an item of which the upper estimated price was nearly 30.000 Euros. Nowadays about 100 objects are known to us kept in museums and libraries in the Middle East, Europe and the USA, many of them in a lamentable state of preservation. But more items are probably to be discovered in institutions in the Arab world or in papyrus collections in the West where they might be hidden among the papyri.



Presenter-Notizen
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The most extensive corpus of these rarities, 24 items at least, is kept in the papyrus collection of the Austrian National Library in Vienna, whose former director Joseph von Karabacek (1845-1918) first identified them in 1894 and published them in an exhibition catalogue. The second largest assemblage, 11 items, is housed in Cambridge in the Michaelides and Taylor-Schechter collections. Fewer than a dozen of scholars have been working on these rare documents. It was Geoffrey Roper, late of the Islamic Bibliography Unit at Cambridge University Library who has given a great impetus to the scholarly research on them. He has encouraged Karl Schaefer from Drake University to publish the block prints kept in Cambridge in 2001. 



Karl Schaefer:
Enigmatic Charms: Medieval Arabic block printed amulets in American and
European Libraries and Museums.
Leiden, Brill, 2006, (Handbook of Oriental Studies, I,82)
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Later, in 2006 Karl Schaefer accomplished the most encompassing survey on Arabic block prints and pioneered the systematic research on them, published in a volume in “Handbook of Oriental Studies”.



Kufic script
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Judging from paleography and the eighth-century date of the introduction of paper into the Islamic world, Arabic block printing must have begun in the ninth or tenth century. It apparently persisted into the fourteenth century and then it suddenly disappeared without trace  - just when Europe saw the beginning of woodblock printing. As for paleography the script of parts of the extant Arabic block prints is in Kufic style which was in use, particularly for earlier Abbasid Qur’ans up to the tenth century after which it was replaced by cursive scripts. It is tempting to conclude that block prints bearing this Kufic script were also produced around this time. However, this style was used for inscriptions up to the 14th century, for ornamental Kufic even later. That means that there is no precise indication of the dates of these specimens. The difficulty of cutting cursive Arabic characters onto a block may have led to the preference for the use of angular letters and the lack of pointing in many cases. The script is difficult to read as some letters which are normally joint are separate and vice-versa, and no letter drops below the line of the script.We also have to take into consideration that undecipherable Kufic might have taken a mysterious effect and therefore regarded as particularly magical.



Qur‘ān, 1388
BSB: Cod.arab. 1113

Magic scroll
Gutenberg-Museum
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Later examples in cursive script show features of Mamluk book art like the cartouches which are edged by semicircle shapes. The Basmala of a scroll kept in the Gutenberg Museum is written in Thuluth style which also points to Mamluk book art. 



Ms dated 1280
BSB: Cod.arab. 464 Michaelides E 33

Presenter-Notizen
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The rosette-shaped ornaments used for titles in Mamluk book art appear as similar shapes in block printing art.



BSB: Cod.arab. 2616
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They were intended to be rolled or folded and enclosed in little boxes like metal cylinders worn on chains around the neck. As regards provenance the majority of amulets have been found in Egypt but there are samples from Damascus, namely pilgrimage certificates, and other parts of the medieval Islamic world, too. 



Ibn al-Nadīm (d. 995 or 998)

Abū Dulaf al-Khazrajī, 10th c.

Ṣafī al-Dīn al-Ḥillī (d. ca 1350)

Presenter-Notizen
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There are only a few more or less distinct references to them in Arabic literature. In Ibn an-Nadim’s Fihrist (d. 995 or 998) a report on magicians in Egypt is mentioned who had among the tools for their trade stamps khawāṭim. His contemporary Abū Dulaf al-Khazraǧī, a tenth century poet and vagabond, wrote a poem on the Banū Sāsān, a medieval Islamic underworld of beggars, tricksters and performers which mentions ṭarsh. According to this source the simple people, who could not distinguish between printed and handwritten texts were subject to block printing: “The engraver of ṭarsh is the person who engraves moulds for making amulets. Ignorant and illiterate people buy them from him. The vendor keeps back the matrix with the pattern engraved on it, and then he sells the amulets to the common people making them believe that he has written them. The mould or pattern is called ṭarsh.” Another later source is a verse by Ṣafī ad-Dīn al-Ḥillī, d. around 1350, which alludes to tin as the material for the mould. Tin or another type of metal seems to be comprehensible as material for moulds. The text might have been inscribed with a stylus in a clay tablet which would have been hardened by baking. Molten tin or metal would have been poured on the mould to produce a plate with the letters reverse in relief, ready to be inked and pressed on soft, absorbent paper. 



Qur‘ān
Ottoman Empire
15/16th c.
Cod.arab. 1114

Qur‘ān,
Iran
18/19th c.
Cod.arab. 2694

Magic scroll
Iran, 18/19th c.
Cod.arab. 2616
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Apotropaic magic plays an important role in Islamic popular belief. As magical protection, amulets with incantation formulas to avert real and imaginary dangers of all kinds, were popular. A special protective force is attributed to some surahs or individual verses of the Koran, such as the well-known throne verse (Surat 2, verse 255). The most effective protection however is the complete text of the Qur’an.Handwritten amulets in scroll form or as miniature Qur’ans can be found in numerous collections of Islamic manuscripts. They were produced individually and varied in ornamentation and design depending on the rank and fortune of their owner. In contrast block-printed amulets were very likely produced in large quantities, in order to meet the needs of the broad population that couldn’t afford the costs for a scribe for apotropaic utensils, or even to provide larger occupational groups like soldiers with enigmatic charms. Amulets played a particularly important role for travelers and pilgrims as well as for children who are in need of protection from every kind of calamity.
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The recently discovered block print (Res/A.or. 88.2022) is an 8.5 x 8.5 cm strongly fragmented amulet. In the meantime the adhesive tape was removed by our conservators. The individual geometrical figures like square, octagon and circle are an expression of magical symbolism: The central element is an eight-pointed star composed of two squares, which contains a religious text in the archaic Kufic style. Four circles enclose the star. 
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They contain an inscription from the ḥadīth “qāla Muḥammad ṣallā Allāh ‘alaihi wa-sallam” (6’ clock read anticlockwise). In the corners when you look at 6’ clock you can read anticlockwise the well-known formula: ma shā’a Allāh“: "God has willed” .
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In the 6th line from below an invocation is partially recognizable: wa-as’aluka ya 



Magic scroll
BSB: Res/A.or. 88.2023
(32 x 6 cm) 
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A second type of block print amulet is a specimen invertical format (ca 32 x 6 cm) on brownish laid paper, which was either folded or rolled (Res /A.or. 88.2023). In view of its age it is in an excellent state of preservation. Specialists surmise that several blocks, stamps or matrices were combined in the production of specific Arabic block prints as interchangeable designs or text modules. This procedure might have been applied on this oblong item which consists of five passages: three text blocks are confined above and below by two decorative panels. The upper one is framed by an inscription in simple floriated Kufic. It contains the 112th Sura, “Sūrat al-ikhlāṣ” or “at-Tawḥīd” which is regarded as particularly effective and protective. It begins in the upper right-hand corner and wraps anticlockwise around the central ornamental panel: „qul huwa ‘llāhu aḥad, Allāhu ṣ-ṣamad, lam yalid wa lam yūlad, wa lam yakun lahu kufūwan aḥad“: “Say he is God the One, God the eternal refuge, he neither begets nor is he born, nor is there to him any equivalent”. The script of the three text blocks is unpointed and appears angular like Kufic. Block one begins: “Allāhu akbar wa-ma khāfa ṣāḥib kitābī hādhā…”: „God is great. The bearer of this letter of mine shall not fear”. The individual text blocks contain verses from the Koran as well as religious incantation phrases asking for protection against evil, scheming and plotting, inflammation of the eyes, severe illness, one-sided headache, fever, burning and drowning, pain and blows, frightful noise, lies and captivity. At the bottom you can recognize the second part of the shahādah: “Muḥammadun Rasūl Allāh”: “Mohammed is the messenger of God”.



BSB Res/A.or. 
88.2023
(32 x 6 cm) 

J. Willard Marriott 
Library
MS. Utah Or
P1563
(ca 32 x 6 cm)
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A second specimen of this item which is kept in the J. Willard Marriott Library of the University of Utah, was published by Mark Muehlhaeusler in the journal “Arabica” in 2008. It gives evidence that this printing method actually served to multiply texts. The ornament above the text seems to be a little bit more inclined than the one on the Munich item. This might testify that several blocks, stamps or matrices were combined in the production of specific Arabic block prints as interchangeable designs or text modules. Eventually some ideas: If we define printing as a process for reproducing texts and images by using a master form or template Arabic printing had its onset in the 9th or 10th centuries. In some respects the notion of the late introduction of Arabic printing might be the result of a Euro-centric worldview. On the contrary to the wide-spread notion that the technique of printing somehow bypassed the Arabs or that printing was first introduced to Egypt by Napoleon, the Arabs left substantial evidence that printing was a craft applied in the medieval Islamic world, particularly in Egypt. Joseph von Karabacek, the discoverer of Arabic block prints was amazed that verses of the Qur’an were rendered on block prints while he got to know that the Islamic world had an antipathy to print the Qur’an in the age of typography. In contrast a number of verses or even entire smaller surahs were printed. Definitely Arabic block printing has occurred much earlier than block printing in Europe, mainly in the 15th century. Given the disappearance of Islamic block printing in the same century that saw the beginning of woodblock printing in Europe it is tempting to speculate on the possible Middle Eastern origins but there is no source for this conjecture. 



karl.schaefer@drake.edu
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Finally I’d like to request those of you who are curating special collections to be attentive to possible block prints which might be hidden among papyri and fragments and inform Professor Schaefer about them: karl.schaefer@drake.edu or Dr Geoffrey Roper gjr2@cam.ac.uk or myself (helga.rebhan@bsb-muenchen.de  Recently Professor Schaefer was in Munich to examine the recently discovered items and include them in his next publication on block-prints.
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